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De~r.Sir, 
In its report entitled."Scientific_and technical 
cooperation  between  Europ~an countries: possibilities in 
seven sectors",  dated 9  April 1969,  th.e  Working Party on 
Scientific and Technical.Policy stated its intention of 
making  various additions  to  the  cooperation proposals  drawn 
.. 
up at the  Council's request. 
In particular,  the  Working Party  na~ ryontinued  studying  .. , 
the  prqjects .rela_ting to informatioll;. s  __ c:t.e-nce  ?-nd  meteorology. 
As'  rega:rO.s  information science,  the  chie·f European 
firms 'nave  been  consulted since  th~ ~eport of 9  April 1969 
was-submitted.  On  the' basis of  the·opinions  obtained  from 
ind~strial executives,  the  Working  Party has  adopted  a  draft 
overall study on  the -development o! a  high-power  ~ata pro-
cessing system and  on  the  nomponents  requirod"for 'its con-
struction,  (Such  a  system  should· he: ·ma;rketable  .. be>tween  1978 
and 1983.) 
The  study in question would  be  divided into three  closely 
.. , 
linked parts,  namely: 
(i)  market  study aimed at  as~ertaining the  demand '!or such 
systems in Europe  and  on  a  world scale in the  period 
beyond 1978-1983; 
(ii)  study  on  the  legalt  financial and organizational 
~.  .  .. .  I 
aspects  of  the project,  in order to prepare  the 
ground_for  detail~~ proposals 6n  the~~-~u~jects; 
f  ·...  ··~ ~·  \  .,  .  ~'  ..  · . 
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(i~i)  study  on  the  techni~al feasibility of  the  proje~t~ 
in order to assess as accurately as possible  the 
costs  involved and  the  time-limits  for  developing 
the  systemo 
The  Working Party  realize~ the  urgency  and  importan~e 
of this basic study and  wishes  the  Council  to put its weight 
behind it so  that it can  be  set on  foot  and  stimulated.  The 
Working Party considers  this procedure  to  be  the  only  way 
of ensuring that a  complete  and  detailed  ~roposal can  be 
submitted  with  the least possible  delay. 
In the  field of training,  the  Working  Party has also 
gone  ahead  with its work  on  the  European Institute of Infor-
mation Science  (document  No.  14). Despite  the  provision of 
more  specific information  on  this projedt  by  the  e~perts, it 
has not  been possible  for  the  Working Party to adopt  a  position, 
notably because it has still ~o learn the  standpoint of the 
specialist group  on  HPost-Graduat.e  Ed.ucatiou~Y,  which will only 
be  known  in a  few  month'  time.  In the  meantime~ it will be 
advisable  to develop  in depth  the  investigation on  hand,  in 
close  cooperation with  the  OECD  and  NATO,  who  are  compiling 
studies on  projects for  training and research in  the  same 
sector. 
With  regard to meteorological satellites,  the  Wor.l::lng 
Party recommends: 
•·  that ESRO  draw  up  specifi~ proposals  on  joint participation 
by European  countries with meteorological satellites of their 
own  in the first GARP  (Global  Atmospheric  Research Program) 
world~scale experiment  (1974-1975); 
- that ESR0 9  in its study on  meteorological satellites and in 
particular that part  concerned with  their economic utilization 
and  their introduction into a  world  system,  be  given the backing 
of the  competent  departments  of the European  countriea  and  of 
the  Commission; 
that the Secretariat of the  expert  group  on-"Me+.eo:r.ologyn  give 
its attention to  the  relation which  exists between  the  meteoro-
logical satellites designed  by  ESRO  and  the  overall trend in 
the  field of meteorology. 
,_ 
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As  to  the  conditions for  implementing  cooperative projects, 
the  Working  Party has  made  its principal aim  that of enlightening 
the  Council  on  the  linea  - in some  oases  there are alternatives -
along  which solutions  could  be  sought.  Needless  to ·say  9  t_his  is 
no  more  than a  first attempt,  the  conclusions  from  which will 
need to be  reviewed  when  the  other European  countries  concerned 
have  made  clear their attitudes towards  the  project~. to  be  launched. 
The  Working  ~arty's effo~ts_ have  been directed to various 
projects  which  a,re  pa~ticularly representative  as  regards their 
implementatio~. pr.ocedu~es (cf.  the  case-by-case  studies .annexed 
to the present  letter)~  ~he choice  of these projects,  w~ich are 
offered by  way  of example,  is thus in no  way  based on  any  scale 
of prior:i.ty or reiative importance  adopted  by  the  Working  Party. 
~hi~ attempt  has  resulted in-the grouping in three  cate-
gories. o~ the. projects calling for  related or similar implementing 
procedureat  -:-
Category~Qne: ~~epar~tory studies. 
In·· this· category  we  may  classify the  forward studies 
concerning  t~lec6mmunications (Project  20)  and  transport  (Pro-
·jeot 33).and.the .system  or technical feasibility studies-on new 
means  O:f  ·trans··port· .<Projects 30/37,  31 1  32  and  34 for  the initial 
phases  of th&se  ·~rejects). 
Th'ese  pre  para  tory studies have  been acknowledg_ed  to  be 
necessary in order that the governments  concerned ean decide 
whether or not  to undertake .the  planned research and  develop-
ment  on  a  cooperati·ve basis. Generally speaking,  they would 
involve  very little expenditure,  and  would  probably be  com-
pleted in a  matter of  months~ The  Working  Party accordingly 
proposes  that they be  carried ou-·f ·by·  the  sp:acialized· organ-
:  .  .izations:··:·or·~·under! t-he· .. ·auspice:St o·{ the  .. ··commission;o  The~·fab:t - 6  -
that a  country  does  not  cooperate  in the  preparatory-study 
stage  should not  debar  that  country  from  subsequently parti0-
ipating in the  research and  development  project if this goes 
ahead. 
Category Two:  Basic  research and public  servi~e projects. 
The  projects classified under this head  are  of  two  types. 
The  first  covers  basic research and research preliminary to 
the  standardization or  harmonization  of  regulationse  Examples 
are  Information Science  (Project 13),  Telecommunications  (Pro-
jects 21  and  25),  Oceanography  (Projects  4o  and·41)  and Nuisances 
(depending  on  the project)o 
Implementation  of these  projects  would  involve  the setting-
up  at the  European  level of coordination groups  for  each project, 
who  would  be  responsible  for  the  programming  and supervision of 
the  worko  Fer purposes  of standardization operationsi  these 
groups  would  be  made  up  of representatives  of· the  competent 
national authorities and  of experts  from  industry~ 
The  projects  could be  financed,  according  to  the  case, 
either on  a  joint basis  or  by  coordinated national efforts,  the 
latter method  being adopted mainly  for  the  programmes  to  be 
apportioned among  the  various national centreso  Participation 
in the  financing  by private enterprises directly concerned 
would  be  desirable  for  certain programmes  (see  case  studies 
in  the  Annex). 
This  category also  covers projects relating to scientific 
activities of a  public service natureo  Examples  are  Information 
Science  (Projects 11,  12 and  14),  Meteorology  (Projects 70 
and 71,  excluding satellite development)  and  Nuisances 
(depending  on  the  project), Projects preliminary to  the set-
ting-up  of a  European.data. transmission network  or 0f publio 
• ~---
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utilities wculd  in every  case  require  joint financing. 
Category Three:  Industrial projects. 
- Certain projects  concerning the  development  of 
new  equipment,  which  could  be  assigned to groups 
of  Eu~opean enterprises  because  of their scale. 
Concentration of government  orders  might  be  desir-
able  in brder to  ensure  a  market  for  the  equipment 
constructed by  these  groups  of enterprises with 
subsidies  from  the participating governments.  Project 
·10  (with Project 22  could be  merged)  and Project 32 
are  seen to  be  classifiable in this category. 
- Other development projects  on  a  smaller scale  may 
be  carried out  by  firms  in the  cou~tries concerned. 
Joint  financing of  them  could  9e  considered if the 
participating States decided  to  dovetail their 
orders  for  the  relevant  equipment.  Examples  are 
Oceanography  (Project  41  (part)  and  42)  and 
Meteorology  (Project 72). 
- Other industrial projects,  not  leading directly to 
the  manufa~ture of products  and  equipment  likely to 
be  purchased  by  the public sector,  would  lend  them-
selves more  to  cooperation  organized  on  the  "con  .... 
certed action" principle. This applies in particular 
to all projects in the metallurgy sector  • ...  8  ""' 
In  a  general  context,  the  Working  Pa~ty stress the 
point  th~t, if it were  decided  to  launch pTojects involving 
the  use  of a  joint centre and calling for  joint financing, 
it would  be  necessary to assign such projects  wherever 
posoible  to existing oentres and  organizations. 
Finally9  during  more  searching investit;ations,  the 
Working Party singled out  a  number  of  questions  which 
would  need  to  be  analysed very accurately,  notably thst 
of financing  machinery  which  could  be  relied upon  to ensure 
uninterrupted pursuit of the  research  up  to ita completion 
and also  the  appropriate  budgetary prouedures.  The  Working 
Party suggests that  a  study  be  ccnducted  on  this subject. 
Yours  faithfully, 
Pierre  AIGRAIN, 
Chairman  of ·the  Worl::ing  Pa:t•ty 
on Scientific and  Tech~ical 
Researc!-1  Policy. "'"'  9  -
PROJECTS  REFERRED  TO  IN  THE  BODY  OF  THE  LETTER 
----·------------------------·--------------------
Information  Sc~E.~~ 
10 - High-power  data processing systems. 
11  Data  transmission networks  between  research centres. 
12  - European  programme  library 
13  - Software  standardization committees. 
14 -European Institute of  Information Science. 
Telecommunications:  -------------------
20  Forward studies of telecommunications  servi0es. 
21  - European  conformity certificates for  electronic  components. 
22  - New  components  for  computer3. 
23  - Basic research on  the  propertles of semiconductors. 
24 - Solid state devices  for  hyperfrequency use. 
25  - Basic research  on  the propegation of high  frequency 
ar..d  very  high  frequency hertzian waves, 
~w  Neans  of TrGtnsport: 
30/37  ....  Devicee  for  electronio  trE1ffj c  aids. 
31  -Study of the  advantages of electrooagnetic "lift" (sustentation). 
32  - Study of the  advantages  of  a  marine  hovercraft of about 
2,000 metric tons. 
33  Forward  study of passenger transport  between large  conurbations. 
34  Study of  c~osed-circuit gas  turbines  for use  on  railways. 
Ocean~• 
40  - Fight asainst and surveillance of pollution of the  sea. 
41  - Development  of  a  device  for measuring toxicity. 
42  - Development  of a  device  for  toxicological and biological 
Rtudies in ths  Fea  (undersea Ecostat). 
~t.allurgz: 
50-57  - Combined  projects. 
N  . 
~ances: 
6  - (all projects in field of Nuisances). 
Ee t.eorolofil: 
70 - Common  Meteorological Computation and Research Centre. 
71  - Joint  development  and use  of European meteorological 
satellitE:·.:_-;. 
72  - Joint development,  standardization and  purchase  of 
M~teorological equipment. • 
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Cli.SE  STUDIES  ....  .., 
The  eleven  case  studies set  out below  have  been  compiled  on  a 
standard  pattern: 
nature  and  objectives  of project; 
- programming  a~d supervision  of  project; 
- performance; 
industrial utilization of results; 
financing. 
As  this pattern  shows,  the  description  of the  implementation 
procedures is in ·every  case  p1·eceded  by  an analysis of the  nature 
and  objectives of the  project  concerned.  In particular,  it has 
been  considered  ac.:visable  to indicate  whether  the  project  is mainly 
of general interest  or  of interest to industry and  in what  degree it 
a~proximates to  the  industrial  phase~ 
The  following  projects are  described  below: 
Project  10: 
Project  20: 
Project  21: 
Project  25: 
Project  30: 
High-power  data processing system  •••••~••o•••••• P•  A-2 
Forward  studies of telecommunications  services  ••  P•  A-5 
Europe~n conformity certificates for  electronic 
components  ·~d~~·•••o•o••o•••••••••eo~•~••••••••• P•  A-7 
Research  on  the  propagation of hertzian waves •••• P•  A~9 
Devices  for  electronic traffic aids  on  major 
roads  ~·~e••e••••••••oo••••••~·•••••••~•••••••••• P•  A-11 
Project 37:  Vehicle~mounted device  to regulate  the  gap 
between  vehicles  •oo••o•••••e~o•••••,•••••••••••• P•  A-14 
Project  32:  Study  of  a  marine  hoverqraft  of  about  2,000 
metric tons  •••••o•••••••••••·~•••••·•~••••··~••• P•  A-16 
Project  43~  Oceanog:r·o.phical  and  meteorological measuring 
Project  6  .  . 
Project  70: 
Project  72: 
Combined 
projects  .  . 
network  in European  waters  ·~·~·••••••••••••••••• P•  A-19 
All projects in the  field of "Nuisances"  ••••••••  P•  A-23 
European  Meteorological  Computation Centre  ••••••  p.  A-26 
Development  and  standardization of  meteoro-
logical  ~t!L:.ipment  ••e•••.,••e"oe  .... ooo•••••e• •••••••  P•  A-27 
All projects in the  field  of  "Metallurgyn  ••••••• P•  A-31 • 
• 
1. 
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Proj_ec~_lQ:  HIGH-PO-~vER  DATA  PROCEZSIITG  SYSTEMS 
- Research  and  development  leading to the  production  of new 
high-power  data processing s:rstems ( •) • 
- Combination  of  commercial,  technological  and  industrial 
aims.  The  industrial aim,  the  creation  of new  structures 
in part  of the  electronics iudustry,  is considered  very 
important.  The  advantage  of the  project  from  an  industrial 
st&ndpoint  will  be  heightened  by  significant effects  on  the 
supplier  and  user branches.  The  greatest weight,  therefore, 
attaches to  the  industrial advantage. 
The  system will  be  partly used  for  requirements  guaranteed  by 
the  public authorities,  but  will in the  main  be  made  commercially 
available  to the  private sector.  'Nork  on  the  project  must  be 
very close  to the  industrial stage,  as the  project is  geared 
to design  and  production  and  not  to research as  such. 
2o  !'!.~EQ'amming and  superv:isj_o£._of  projeS_i 
The  programming is a  highly  complex operation,  comprising 
the  choice  of the  project to  be  carried out, detailed  technical 
programming  of the  project as  adoptedt  fu~d  administrative  and 
financial  programming. 
In this context t  it is necessary to star·t  immediately  on 
the  study,  in  collaboration with industry,  of: 
the  ma~ket prospects; 
- the  procedures  for  organization  from  the legal, 
administrative  and  financial  standpoints; 
-the technical feasibility of the  project,  together.with 
an  assessment  of the  cost  and  the  drawing-up  of a  time 
schedule. 
It ia also necessary to set up  without  delay a  group  for 
coordinating and  supervising the  project,  operating abreast 
of current activity and  associating manufacturers  in  the  work. 
(*)with regard to the  two  alternatives outlines in the  main 
report,  dated  9 April  (Project  10),  the  manufacturers are  on~y 
considering the long-term project. 
been  drawn  up  with this in mind. 
The  present  document  has A  - 3 
Performance 
---..~  ...  -..,:r..,._,... 
Responsibility for  this  must  of necessity be  borne  by  industry 
and  industrial centres,  although  subcontracting to certain public  or 
private laboratories is not  to  be  ruled out. 
In addition,  two  major  requirements  must  be  fulfilled: 
(a)  as it is a  complex  ~reject,  there  must  be  a  single  project 
superinter:dent; 
(b)  the various  phases  of research and  development  must  be  integrated, 
as also must  tl~is  cofill:JO&ite  phase  and  that  of series  proGi..;.ction.. 
This lir..k-up  must  be  actively p11rsued  so  as  to prevent  the 
research,  espec~.a.J.1y  d11r lng  th&  fi.:cst  few  years~  from  assuming 
a  sel!li,  .. academic  aspect  o 
This  process  would  be  fasilitated by  the  Member  States'  giving 
an  undertak5.ng  to  proceed  autor.J.::.t,ically  to  the  foLL.ov:ing  phase 
as  soon  as  the  one  before it had  been successfully accomplished. 
For  the  puy-poses  of the  project~  co:nsi.cieration  m,_~st  be  given 
to  grouping the  participa1:  i:.-lg  firms  into  a  joint-subsidiary 
type  or  organizatioilo 
The  manufacturers  have  a]xeady intimated their preferences  for 
having  the  development  and  management  of  the  project  c&rried 
out  in  a  joint  organizatio~ with  centralized  control and 
On  the  other  h8.nd,  implementation  of  the project, 
as regards  both  R  & D and  production,  would  be  effected by 
subcontracting,  preferably to  the  parent  companies,  on  a  wide 
sc  ,_!._:e., 
- Integration of the  R & D phase  and  the  prcduction  phase  would  be 
necessary  (see  above). 
There  are  ~ajar problems  in the  marketj~g 'hase 1  particularly 
as regards  the  introcluction of the  maclline  into  the  range  of 
hardwc.re  mann:(::.c·cur·3d  by  t~1e  vario·.ls  participating fi-rms. 
If it were  fo~~d de8jTable  for  t~sre to  be  a  large  volume  of 
government  orders,  it  wo~ld be  necAssary to determine: 
- the  appropriate  time  for  dovetailing such  orders; 
- the  volume  of  such  orders; 
- the  extent  to w·hich  sv.ch  oatlets in the  public sector  will  be 
guaranteed  (price,  d~livery collditions t  etc.). 
• 
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5.  Finan  c in_g 
- It would  be  necessary to  h~ve substantial  funds,  which  could  only 
be  achieved  by  combining private  or public resources.  Since  the 
project  in question is one  the  results of which would  be  directly 
extended  to  industry,  the  public  sector  should  only share  in its 
financing,  this share nevertheless being essential to start it up. 
In their first  reaction,  however,  the  manufacturers'  proposal is 
that  the  project  should  only be  undertaken  on  the basis  of 100% 
government  financing  of the  current  expenditure. 
As  regards  govarnment  participation,  joint finsncing is  the 
appropriate  method  because  this is n  single,  highly integrated 
project,  beyond  the  scope  of firms.  In  certain  forms,  finaocing 
on  a  national basis is not  to  be  ruled  out. 
- Various  procedures  for  financing  from  public  funds  may  be  considered, 
namely: 
- subsidies; 
~  appropri~tions; 
- purchase  guarantees  in  the  form  of a  substantial  volume  o£ 
government  orders  (see above). 
These  forms  of  financing  may  be  combit.ted,  in proportions differing 
according to the  characteristics of the  system~ 
....  A prior  commitmGnt  by the  Hember  States to  share  in the  financing 
of  each  phase  of  the  project  would  further  both  the  implementation 
of  +.he  overall project  and  the  integration  of the  various  phases. A  - 5. 
!,!~12_:  _Telecornmunic~~~ 
Project  20:  FOR
14.hRD  STUDIES  ON  TELEC0LHUNICAT!ONS 
SERVICES 
- _GeneraU~~Uelecomrnt~nicati.ons of services to be  set  up 
!r~~d 198.2 
Economic  investigation of requireme.nt_s  with the  aim  of 
orienting technological research and  making it possible to draw  up 
a  concerted  programme  of cooperative  projects. 
- 2.£ecial  st_!!dy  of  d~ta transmission services to  be  set  up  aroun~ 
122?:1.222. 
Economic  investigation  of requirements  in order  to prepare  the 
ground  for  decisions  concerning  the  possible setting-up of  a  separate 
data transmission net'work  around  1973.  This  work, is in· the ·public 
interest in that it paves  the  way  for  decisions by the  public 
authorities regarding cooperation,  development  and  technological 
research~ 
2.  Programming  and  SU£erv~~of projecl 
grene:r:al  ?.!.Us!~ 
-This is to  be  assigned  to an·existing international body  competent 
to tlndertake  such studies,  such  as ··the  C.ommission  or  the  CEP! 
(Eu2"0J:.lean  Conference  of Postal and  Telecommunications .Administrations)  1 
the  Commission  having already undertaken initial exploratory work 
on  pinpointing the  problems  to  be  tackled  during _subsequent  stages. 
In the  selection of the  method  to be  adopted,  account  must  be 
tuken  of the  following points: 
- close  association of the national postal and  telegraph authorities 
in this work is essential to its success;  collaboration in studies, 
which is a  preparatory stage  for  other projects,  should facilitate 
joint utilization of their results; 
- the  manufacturers'  standpoint  must  be  considered at  each  phase 
of the  work; A  -·  6 
- unified administration of the  entire study is higLly desirable. 
The  date  transmission study is the  provin~e of the 
national authoritieso  The  results  can  only  be  ~tilized if the 
latter··  ean  coordinate  their work  v  which  presupposes  that the 
study secretariat should  be  run  on  a  joint basis  by  the  body 
already mentioned or  by  the  specialist group. 
3~~  ~rformn.nce 
The  general study will  be  assigned under  contract to 
spedialized institutes for  this  type  of forward  research 
embracing  technical and  economic  aspects. 
T~e data  transmission  study will  be  carried out  w~th 
the  coordinated resources  of the  national authoritieso 
4.  !in9.P._~ 
Only  the  general study calls for  financing,  which, 
moreoveri  would  be  on  a  small scale and  from  non-repayable 
fundso  Joint  financing is undoubtedly  the  proper coursei 
having  regard  to  the  fact  tha-t  this project is of general 
interest and  to  the  use  to  whieh it can  be  put  by  the 
decision-making authorities of the international cooperative 
group" A ...  7 
Field~ Telecommunications 
~~.....  ·~...-...~~~ 
f.:£.~eet..ll:  CREATION  .OF  EUROPEAN  CONFORJ:1_ITY  CERTIFICATES 
FOR  ELECTRONIC  COMPONENTS 
1 o  !jaturo and  objeo~i~es of  pr..Q.,.ie,~t 
This is a  project of a  publie serviee nature  which 
aims,  by  means  of standardization, and approval procedures1  at 
widening  the  European  mar.ket  for  eomponents  and also enables 
·component  reliability experiments  to  be  coordinated. It will 
serve  both the publie interest and  that of industry and 
concerns  the  actual industrial  p~oduction stage. 
Programming  Gomprises  two  levels: 
.. 
- ~ational 1~~~1:  P~?~ramming of .the  measures  and planning of 
the  struc·tures necessa~y ·in' e  .. ach  country  for  the application 
of harmonized systems  for  ensuring quality standards in 
electronic  components,  currently under  study by  a  standard-
ization committee  initially consisting of representatives 
of France,  Germany  and  the  United Kingdom  and subsequently 
extended to  include  representatives  of other countries. 
- ~,_troP~a~!.,.e;:,l;  work  to be  organized within a  co ordination 
groupi  an  enlargement  of the  committee,  so  as  to provide 
links with the national bodies,  the  secretariat being  fairly 
small.  These units  would also be  responsible  for supervision 
of the project at the appropriate level. 
3, Performance 
The  study would  be  performed mainly in the  national 
standardization bodies already in existenee or  to  be  set up 
within the  framework  of the  projeeto  The  manufacturers  must 
be  closely associated with the  work. 
At  the  European level,  information would  be  collated 
and activities coordinated through the  agency of the  above-
mentioned secretariat. A - 8 
Reliability tests may  be  earried out  either in 
official centres of  the  0ountries  concerned or in approved 
industrial centres and  under  the  supervision of the stand-
ardization body.  Some  experiments  could,  if appropriate 1  be 
performed in joint centres. 
4(1  !.~!2-..S~ 
(a)  at national  __  level: 
Financing of  the  expenses  involved  in setting-up 
the  bodies responsible  for  issuing approval  certificates 
and performing reliability tests must  be  done  at the 
national level,  and  discussions  on  the  procedures  governing 
industry's participation must  be  conducted at the  same  level. 
(b)  ~~£.~I?...ean  lev.~];:· 
The  coordination secretariat must  be  financed.  on  a  jo:i.nt 
basiso 1  .. ..  9 
Field:  TJlecommunications  ----- --·  ____  ,  ______ __ 
!Xoject  25: 
~~i~ VES 
Basic research aimed  at  improving short-wave  radiocommuni-
cations,  widening the  field  for ·the  use  of hertzian beams  on  the 
ground  and  by satellit·e  ,- and  decreasing the  cost  of the  necessary 
plant  and  equipment~ 
Work  of general interest,  which  should result in new 
specif.icati.ons  f~r the  equipment  required  by the  public 
authorities  from  industry. 
2.  Programming  and~ervision of ]roject 
·It is necessary to determine  join.tly a  progr:1mme  of general-
interest projects  which  will be  carried  out  on  a  decentralized 
basis by  various research centres in  order to  arrive  at  a  complete 
pooling  of results.  Determination  of this programme  would  be 
the  responsibility of the  governments,  acting through the 
coordination group,  which  would  consist  of representRtives of the 
various countries'  postal  and  telegraph authorities. 
The  research apportioned  among  public  or, if appropriate, 
private research  centres would  be  under  the  supervision of the 
national authorities,  who  wculd  be  in close  contact  with each 
other  through  the  coordination group,  which  would  attend to 
the  pooling of results. A  - 10 
Execution 
.... ,~----·-
The  research would  be  performed  in national research centres. 
4.  Finane j_ng 
It will  be  necessary to  be  able  to call upon  centres  which  will 
carry  out  the research with  funds  tot~lling 5j000,000  u.a~~ to  be 
spread  over  a  period  of  five  years.  Financing will  be  from  non-
re}!ayable  public  funds,  which  will  have  to  be  provided  by  the 
countries  in which  the  work  is being performed.  The  study of 
transhorizon  propagation  curves  in countries  with  non-temperate 
climates will have  to  be  financed  jointly by  the  countries 
concerned. 
Each  country  may  finance  certain work  c~rried out  in  other 
countries with  which it wishes  to be  more  closely associated;  the 
coope~ation procedures will have  to  be  determined  case  by  case. A  ·- 11 
DEVICES  FOR  ELECTRONIC  TRt~.FFIC  li.IDS  ON  HfwOR  ROl~DS  - . 
De~elopment ~-~  com~reh~ive s~tem of traffic  aids~ 
motorw~~s and~i£r  roads  in  ~ow~ 
- overall  o~jective:  public  service activity (traffic aids 
system); 
- development  of the  system  involves: 
studies  (systems  analysis,  simulation,  signalling, 
pr.ofitabili  ty); 
resea~ch and  development  on  new  equipment  (data collection) 
- standardization operations  (signalling). 
2.  frpgramming  and  supervision of_project 
(a)  programming carried  out  by  a  coordination  group,  which 
will have  to  be  set  up  as  soon  as  the  project is launched; 
this is because  research is being undertaken in certain 
member  countries  on  a  number· of aspects of  an  integrated 
system,  which  must  therefore  be  taken'into  account  for 
the  purposes  of the  new  research.  It is also essential 
to  have  a  unified design,  the  desired result being  a 
single  system. 
The  coordin~tion group will consult  the  appropriate 
manufacturers during the  development  of the  system. 
Whenever  the research  concerns  new  equipment,  manufacturers 
will be  closely associated in the  group's  work. 
(b)  ~~rvision of work 
This will be  carried out  by  the  coordination  group.····  ...  ·  · A  - 12 
Performance  of research  ...,.=---.....  --~  .........  -~..,.~·  .. __...~,...  ............... 
- Studies:  carried  out  in the  public services'  (road research) 
~..............  ~  .... 
laboratories  (or  centres)o  For  each  study or  group  of studies 
a-main  laboratory will  be  appointed,  which will  work  in 
cooperation with  others  (researchers being seconded,  if necessary, 
to the  main  laborato~y). 
- Research  and  development  on  new  e~iE~:  determination  of types 
of  equipment  will  be  followed  by  selection~  on  a  jo~nt~tender 
bas±s,  of the  enterprises to  be  responsible  for  development  of 
prototypes.  The  experimental  work  on  prototypes,  as  on  the  signallinG 
and  profitability studies, will  be  performed  ~y the  main  laboratories 
(on  motorway  sections already  chosen  for  the  purpose  in  Germany, 
France  and  Italy)o 
As  regards  certain high-cost  types  of equipment,  there  are  two 
possible alternative  courses  for  the  designing  and  production of 
prototypes: 
- setting up  a  ~ur~pean consortium in  order  to enable  the 
industries of the  various  countries to  participate and 
to ensure  access  to the  various  markets; 
- awarding  the  contract  to an  enterprise  in  one  of the 
Community  countries,  it being understood in either case 
that  the  production run  would  be  long enough  to  make  for 
reduction of costs  (cf.  size  of  market  and  size  of enter-
prise). 
In  the  case  of low-cost  equipment,  it will  be  sufficient to 
lay down  uniform specifications;  contracts  could  be  awarded  and 
production  carried  out  within  a  national  framework. 
4w  Industrial utilization of research results 
---·------~  -~--,.,...__·~~ 
- The  joint invitation to tender  for  prototypes  and  the  influence  of 
the large  market  on  the  lowering of costs  of  some  types  of  equip~ent 
(certain detectors,  for  instance)  makes  it necessary to  group 
government  orders  in certain cases. 
For  the  production  and  marketing  of high-cost  equipment,  groupines 
of  firms  may  be  recommended  (cf. Section  3~above). A - 13 
5  •  financin_g 
- yalue  of_Eroje£i:  about  1,200,000  u~a. 
- TlEe  of  financi~5: 
def:.nitive  finnncing  from  public  funds,  except  for  certain 
new  types  of  equipment,  in which  case  the  R & D will  be 
financed  by  industry~ 
- Case  for  .io:i.nt  governme;nt  financin_g1  wher~-~,lled for: 
Such  financing is necessary: 
- for  the  studies,  in view  of the  fact  that institutes will be 
working in association with  a  main  laboratory,  and  in 
particular seconding researchers&  If a  study were  to  be 
undertaken  by  one  institute only,  there  would  be  a  case  for 
having it financed  by  an  individual  country.  However,  for 
the  purposes  of overall  coordi.nation  of the  project, this 
type  of financing  - of an  exceptional nature  in the  present 
inst~nce - does  not  appear desirable; 
- for  reseerQh  on  certain types  of equipment  (where  the  R  ' 
D would  not  be  financed  by industry) 9  the  fact  that  a  joint 
call for  tenders is to be  issued necessitates  financing 
on  a  joint  basiso A  - 14 
£'ROJ~!_2Z:  VEHICLE-t!OUNTED  DEVICE  TO  REGULATE  THE  GAP  BETJE:SN  ____  _...__.._.._....,c.t  ,.,.. 
VEHICLES 
1.  Nature  and  obiectives  of_£~oject 
DeveloEm~2i.. of a  vehicle-moup.t~~ice !..2...!.!~1!..~thL~ 
between  vehicles  ------- . 
Public-service  objective  (traffic aids); 
- Preliminary feasibility study  on  technical  and  economic 
aspects,  designed  to lead to; 
- either specifications  for  a  device  which ·efforts would 
subsequently be  made  to  introduce  on  the  .. market; 
- or  the  launching of  a  R & D programme. 
2.  f>rogramrning  and  supervision  of  E!:2iec~ 
(a)  ~rogramming will  be  carried  out  by  a  coordination  group. 
As  it is a  case  of research  on  new  equipment,  the  manu-
facturers will  be  closely associated with  the  work  of the 
group. 
(b)  The  work  will  be  supervised  by  the  coordination  group. 
- §!Eii~~:  carried out  in  the  public servioes'  (road  research) 
laboratories  (or  centre~).  A main  laboratory would  be 
appointed,  which  would  work  in association with others 
(researchers being seconded,  if necessary,  to· the  main 
laboratory). 
- ~l:!,Ch and  developmei.!!._.2.!_ new  ~guipment:  determination of 
types  of new  equipment  will  be  followed  by selection,  on  a 
joint-tender basis,  of the  enterprises to  be  responsible 
for  development  of prototypes. J..  ..  - 15 
4e  Industrial~tiliz~tion of research  r~sults 
The  objective being to market  a  device  at  the  lowest  possible 
cost  (in  order  to  facilitate its adoption  by users),  groupings  of 
enterprises may  be  recommended.  Such  groupings  could  be  encouraged 
only at the  prototype  construction stage,  as  production in this case 
cannot  enjoy the  a~vantage of  combined  government  orders. 
5.  _!inancin_g 
- !nle of financing: 
- for  the  preliminary study,  definitive  financing  from  public 
funds; 
- for  the  R  & D  on  the  vehicle  ..... mounted  devicei  financing  by 
industry.  However,  financing  would  be  from  repayable 
public  funds  should it be  necessary to have  prototypes 
constructed  and  to experiment  with  them  in  order  to  decide 
on  a  type  of device. 
Such  financing is necessary: 
- for  the  studies,  in  view  of  the  fact  that  institutes will  be 
working  in association with  a  main  laboratory,  and  in particular 
seconding researchers; 
for  the  equipment,  if it is necessary to  construct  several 
prototypes  and  make  a  choice  among  them. A ou  16 
Field:  New  Means  of Transuort  ---- .......  ,.. -·  ~..-.......  ...... ................ ~ 
Project 32:  STUDY  OF  A  NARINE  HOVEP.CRXFT  OF  1·, 000-
2,000 TONS 
Preliminary study of a_R  & D project  concerning  a 
marine  hovercraft  of between  1000  and  2000  tons: 
(1)  Definition of main  parameters,  and  on  the  basis thereof 
assessment  of  the possible  cost; 
(2)  market  study; 
(3)  feasibility study. 
This project is mainly  of industrial interest by 
reason of its possible  extension to industry  (R  ~ D project); 
it is also of general interest to  the  extent that buyers  of 
the  future  hovercraft will be  companies  operating regular 
lines  (State  or private  companies).  The  planned tonnage 
opens  up  access to a  large  market,  namely  ferry traffic. 
2.  Programming  q.nd·  su:ee:rvi.sion  ......  '?J_..E~ 
... 
(a)  programming will be  undertaken  by  a  coordination group 
on  the  basis of preliminary projects submitted to it by 
firms,  possibly  combin~ng for  the  purpose,  and,  if 
necessary,  b~_natjonal centre~:or institutes; 
(b)  the  work  will be_supervised by  the  coordinatipn group • 
3. Performance  of research: 
This will be  done  in industry,  and if appropriate in 
national institutes or centres,  the  study being  compiled 
by  the  firms  mainly  concerned9  in collaboration with  one 
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or more  national institutes or  centres as well as  with 
users.  A main institute or  centre  will have  to  be  appointed, 
either from  among  the national institutes or  centres  or  from 
among  the  enterprises  cuncerned. 
4.  _!r.dustr~l utilizati_?_!:l_of  res~ 
~  from  the  preliminary studies stage,  the  grouping  of enter-
prises  must  foreshadow  the  consortium  which~ at the  R & D 
stage,  will be  commissioned  to  construtt the prototypes 
(possibly through  the  agency  of  a  joint subsidiary); 
- at the  marketing stage,  the  combining  of government  orders 
must  be  considered wherever  companies  under  the  control of 
a  public authority are  con0erned. 
5. £'j.nancing: 
-Value  of project:  1 1 200~;000 u.a. 
(1)  Preliminary draft project,  including some  tests in water 
tanks  (200,000  u.as)~ 
(2)  Technical feasibility study,  including more  searching 
tests with  small-scale  models  in order  to determine  the 
systems  to  be  adopted  (1,0001000 u.a.). 
- Financing will  take  one  of the  following  forms-. 
- joint government  financing  of part  of the  project only, 
the  rest being done  by industry; 
joint government  financing  for  the  entire project,  but  with 
provision for  repayment  of a  portion of the  funds  employed~ 
(In either  case~  government  financing  would  irrevoca~ly 
cover  the  entire project if the  findings  from  the study 
were  such as  to  mean  abandonment  of  the R & D project.) 
~ Joint  government  financing in  one  form  or the  other is 
necessary having regard to  the  following  fac~ss 
- at study level,  the right  which  the  Community  must  have  to 
make  a  choice  with respect  to  other fast  marine  transport 
techniques.  (The  results of  the  study will have  to be  taken A ,..  18 
as  the  factors  on  the basis  of which  the  Communlty 
will be  able  to  decide  in favour  of a  particular 
techniqueo) 
- at R & D project level,  the  overall scope  of the 
undertaking  (construction of prototypes).  At  this 
stage,  however,  the results of the  study will make  it 
possible  to  determine  the proportion in which  the 
market  conditions  would  permit  incorporation of the 
R & D expenses in the selling price;  depending  on 
these  findings 1  it might  be  possible  to arrange  simply 
for  jointly finanoed  repayable  credits  to  be  opened, 
whi_ ch  would  go  band in hand  with  tb.e  combining of 
pub1icr contracts. A ...  19 
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PRO,JECT  4 7j:  SET~ING- TJ.P  OF  AN  OCEANOGRAPHICAL  MEASURING  NETWORK 
............ ~  ............. -'"':"....  ....,.,!3. .... --------~"'W.~~~~~-·-.  ...........-.  .......,._.-~~~  ......... ~ 
IN  EUR0PEAN  WATERS 
........--.~.._...__.......  ~ 
PROCEDU·RE 
1.  !~!~r~ ard  objes!iv~s of project 
Setting-up of an  oceanographical  and  meteorological  measuring 
network  in European  waters  and  organization of the  appropriate 
land  services. 
- Because  of the  facilities it will offer  for recording  and 
transmit  t.ing  importa.nt  data  t  the  measurement  network is of 
genera·l. interest.  · 
The  development  and  construction of an  automatic  measuring 
station will also. serve  the  interests  of  the industries operating 
in this sector. 
2.  J?rog~ng and  supervision  of....E!..2..ieot 
The  measuring network will be,  set  up  in three  stages: 
development  of a  complete  automatic .oceanographical  measurement 
station;  ins~allation of an  experimental network;  installation 
of the  operational measuring network. 
In  order to  dr~w. up  the  programme  for  these  three  phases,  it 
is necessary to set  up  a  coordination  group  which  will also have 
to  be  responsible  for supervising'the  proper  tise  of the  funds  made 
availabl~ andt  if appropriate,  for  ensuring continuity of the  work 
on  development  of tlie  measuring station.  During  the  third phase, 
it will also be  necessary. to  consult ~epresentatives of industry. A  - 20 
This  grou~, underpinned  by  an  Rdministrative  lilfrastructure 
which  ~ould be  as light as rossible,  will be  required  to  carry out 
- the  following tasks nt  the  various  phases: 
I.  Development  of a  measuring  station: 
Determination  of the  technical specifications for  the 
constituents  involved  in  the  construction  of  a  measuring 
station and  its  a~cess~ry equipment,  with  due  allowance  for 
the  specific environmental  conditions.  Granting  of develop-
ment  contracts,  financial  supervision  and,  if necessary, 
supervision of the  development  work. 
IIo  Experimental  network: 
Study  and  selection cf the  site and  of the  type  of  measuring 
station and  experimental network  instrumentation;  financi.s,l 
supervision. 
III.  Setting-up of  a  measuring  network  in European  waters: 
Determination,  coordinRtion  and  supervision,  with  due  regard 
to the  experience  acquired  during the  setting-up of  the 
experimental network,  of the  necessary preparatory  work  on 
the  setting-up of an  operational  measuring  ~etwork from  the 
technical  and  orge~izational standpointso 
3.  Pe!'for~~ 
I,  Development  of a  measuring stationo 
The  me~suring station will  be  developed  by  the  building 
block system and  equipped,  according  to requirements,  with 
various  elements  (measuring probes 9  @lectricity supply plant, 
anchoring  systems,  transmitting units)o  The  development  work 
will  be  assigned to several  firms  in different  branches  of 
activity (electronics,  buoy  construction,  equipment 
construction)~ which.  moreoveri  will  be  able  to  corr.bine  so 
as  to  form  a  multinational  consortium. 
The  development  contracts  m~y be  awarded  on  the  basis of 
tenders  or  by  any other appropriate  selection  metLod.  They 
will  be  conoluded  by  the  coordination  groupe  There  are  two 
alternative  procedures: • 
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- Awarding of  a  contract  for  the  development  of  ~ complete 
prototype  automatic  oceanographical  measuring station.  In 
this case,  the-development  expenses will be  borne  by  the 
principai.  The  advantage  here  is that the  principal will  have 
the research results  and  will subsequently retain  complete 
freedom  in  the  awarding  of production contracts,  with  due  regard  to 
geographical distribution.  The  drawback is that it will be 
dif:fic;~lt t:o ,assess  the  amount  of the  development  costs 
(Hypothesis 1). 
- Awarding  of a  contr.:ct  for  the  development  and  supply at  a 
fixed  price  of  10  initial complete  automatic  oceanographical 
meacuring stations  for  the ·setting-up of  an  experimental 
network.  In this case,  the  dev~lopm~nt costs wilt be  included 
in the  production  costs.  The  advantage  here  is that the 
principnl will not  have  to  contend  with any  development  risk and 
will be  able  to  make  an  overall assessment  of the  development 
and  production  costs.  The  drawback  is that  he  will be  more 
dependent  on  the  supplier  (Hypothesis 2). 
II.  Expe£imental  ne!!ork 
III. 
After  having· examined 'the ·technicnl and  financial  conditions 
and  the  organizational  a$p.e,ct?,  the  coordination_ gr?UP  having 
programming,  decision-malt:L~.g and  supervisory  powers will  commission 
either an  existing or.:a new  joint institute  to  se~ up  ap  experi-
mental  network,  using the  jointly developed  and  controlled measuring 
stations.  The  measuring network will be  m~naged by  the  institute 
in question. 
~a~urin~ network pin  Eur~12e~~~  .  .  ..  ' 
After  the  measuring stations  ordered  have  been  delivered,  the 
- . 
measuring network will  be  installed  ~nd the  appropriite  land services 
organized.  The  measuring network set  up  in  E~ropean waters will 
cail  for  the  creation of a  permanent  agency  for  coordinating the 
various parts of the  network  and  for  processing and ·disseminating 
the  recorded  measuring duta. 
4~  Industrial utilization 
Hypothesis ·1::  Through  the  agency·. of the  coordination· group having 
powers  of programming'  decision-making and  supervfsion-,. a' contract for 
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the  supply of  10 initial measuring stntions  f-:_:.r  t~1v  c>vtti.ng·up  of the 
experimental  network will  be  awaraed  on  a  joint  b~sis (after  nn  invitation 
to  submit  ten1ers  or  the  aprlication of  any  other appropriate  selection 
metho·J.)? 
Then  the  operational  net,.~,ork hns  to  be  set  up·9  either n  contract will 
be  awarded  on  a  joint basis  or  public  calls  for  tender,  coordinated  betweAn 
the  various  countries,  will  be  issued~  In  the  event  of  a  contract  beint, 
awarded  on  a  joint basis,  consideration  may  be  given either to the  firms 
which  have  already carried  out  the  development  work  or to other  enterpriG~~~ 
having  the  necoss2ry qunlifications. 
Hypothesis  2:  A contract will be  awnrded  jointl~ for  the  supply of 
measuring  stetions  for  the  setting·-up  of operational  me.:1suring  network2 
The  contract will  be  concluded  with  the  firms  which  have  already designed 
and  constructed  the  11  experimental  network meacuring ste.tions  .. 
Orders  will  be  placed  (after  an  invitation to submit  tenders  or  the 
application  of any other appropriate  selection method)  for  the  equipment 
necessary  for  organizing the  appropriate  land  services  (e.g.  data processing 
plant).  Orders  for  equipment  to  be  used  jointly may  be  awarded  at  Commu~~~~y 
level or,  ~ubject to  coordination,  nt  the  national level. 
The  project will  be  financed  from  public  resources. 
I.  Development  of measuring  station: 
Hypothesis  1:  Joint  financinc  of the  development  of the  prototype 
measuring  stBtion  (more  than  500,000 Uoa.).  This  would  be  a  non-
repayable  subsidy. 
II.  Setting-up of experimentnl  network: 
Joint  finnncing  of  the  setting--up  of  the  experimental  network  (more 
than  2,000,000  Uoa&).  This  would  consist  in non-repayable  subsidies. 
Joint  financing  of  the  settins-up of the  expe:L"imental  network 
management  expenses~ 
III.  Setting-up  of  operational  me~suring network: 
joint  financing  of  the  measuring network set  up  in European  waters 
and  of the  organization  of  the  appropriate  land  services;  • 
- joint  fiYlancing  of  the  r.wasuring  netv1ork  set up  in  E~ropec:tn  v1ater.~ 
and  nationo.l-level  financing of the  organization of the  appropria·:::~ 
land  S·:::rvices; 
- ·n.ational-level  financing of those  parts  of  the  network  which  are 
locat~d off the  coasts  of each  country and  of the  org~ization of 
the  appropriate land  services. 
Mano.gement  of the  measuring  network  may  be  financed  either at  CommuE~  .. ty 
level or at national level. • 
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Project 6:, ~SAN2§2 
All projects under  the  head  o.f  nuisance~. have  a.s  their 
main objective  the  protection of man.and his environment9  i.e., 
a  "public :service" ·.ob~ective.  Some  of  them are  ..  ,to  provide  the 
basis  for  the  adoption qf harmonized standards.  The  majority of 
them  involve  basic research,  some  of which is aimed at  de~eloping 
processes  or  devices  which  may  be  of interest  from  an industrial 
standpoint. 
The  compilation of  p~.ogrammes and  supervision of  the 
work  on  the projects may  be  carried out in accordance  with either 
o~ the  following  procedures: 
·t,- through  the  agency  of. coordination groups,  Air,  Noise,  Water, 
Pharma  .. oeutic.~ls.,  _etc.) ; , 
- by assigning· this task to  the  oompet~nt .departments  of  the 
Commission  (which -have.  more  than  ten  yea~~'. experience in the 
'  :  ~  .  ~  .  . 
field)i  aided by  ad hoc  expert  groups. 
The  draft  programmes  thus ·drawn ·up  woul·,d· :·be  :·-su~i  tted to 
a  general guidance  ..  a;:~d ·co_or.dinat_-ion  agency?  .-wh~c~ would also be 
required to  keep  an  overall watch  on  the  supe.rv:is.ion "of  the  work. 
It must,  however,  be  pointed out that the  nine  new  projects 
will  ~nly be  r_eally  meaningful if carried out as --par-t  o'f  a  "European  .. 
polic~ f?r the  protection of  man  and 'his ·environment".  For  this 
purpose,  consideration must  be·  given  to  the· ·creati.on, at the earliest 
possible  moment ··of  a  group  respons-ible. fq:r  determining the overall 
·guidelines ··for  the  prese·nt· and  future  .p:r;ogram~es _an.d  for supervising 
the  work.  !t  ·would also be  advan~age~us_ if.,. this  bo~:r were  to  be 
asslgned certain ··responsibilities as  regard$  .. prepar~tory work  on 
~  <  :  :·  '  ••  - .'  ··~  - •• 
the standards and  fixing the  time  schedule  for the  implementation of  the  new  regula  tiona;  for  experience  ha.s  Bhown  tha1~ a  stat8rnent 
by  the public authorities of their intentions  rega~ding the 
adoption  of  new  standards will in many  cases  have  the  effect of 
prompting  those  responsible  for  con  :.~a.  t1~11g  the  "nuisanee·u  :, in: 
que~tion to  take  ~ction on  their own  initiative in the  form  of 
adjusting  to  the rules within  the  pres~ribed time-limits. 
In the  case  of  proje~ts exercising an influence at the 
industrial level,  consultation with  the  ente~priQes concerned is 
clearly desirable at programming· level. 
3t)  Perfor~ 
The  projects  now  under  consideration should  be  carried 
out in public  or university laboratories;  in some  casee,  involving 
the  development  of processes  or equipment,  the  aid of industry 
will have  to  be  enlisted. 
Some  projects or parts of  them  will be  carried out in the 
national laboratories  on  the  basis  of  coordination.  Other projects 
or parts of  them,  which  do  not  lend  themselves  to apportionment  of 
tasks,  will have  to  be  per~ormed in a  single  centre,  working  on  the 
joint b8half of the  parties  concerned.  This  centre  could  be  the 
Euratom Joint Research Centre  or an  existing national centre 
specially commissioned  for  the  work  in question. 
4.  Industrial utilization of research results 
----~;...;._.--·---"""""".....,.;;.;-~  ;;.._l"-..:ll~-
~lemorandum only. 
5.  fJnancin~ 
The  funds  required  for  earrying out  the  nine projects 
amount  to 6-7 million Uoa.  for  an  estimated  thr·ec"  .. yea.r  period  • 
. The  projects  or parts of  them  to  be  performed in the 
national laboratories  would  haVQ  to  be  financed at the national 
level.  On  the  other hand,  the  projects  or parte  of  them  to  be 
performed in a  sirigle  centre  would  have  to  be  financed  on  a  joint 
• • 
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'ba~is,  the  funds  being made  available  to  the  authority responsible 
for  managing  and  coordinating  the  projects. 
As  a  general rule,  the  money  should  come  form  public 
funds,  because  the  ultimate purpose  of  the  proposed research 
is of  general interest.  However,  in cases  where  firma  might  be 
interested in the  production of marketable  equipment  or processes, 
such  firms  should  take  as large  a  share  as possible in the 
financing.  Where  standards  could  be  set beforehand and  a  time 
s~hed~le drawn  ap  for  their application,  the  formula  adopted 
should befuat of 100%  financing  by  the  firm,  possibly with a 
repayable  loano A - 26 
E_roject  70~  JOINT  METEOROLOGICAL  COI·~PUTATION CENT!!§ 
(BESEARCH  AND  EXPLOITATION) 
Planned Procedure 
1o  Nature  and  objectives of  projec~ 
Rendering  of public services and  performance  of research 
aimed at improving  such services. 
2.  Programming and  su~vision of proje2! 
The  drawing-up  of the  work  programme  and  the  setting-up 
of the  ?entre are,  on  the  whole,  something entirely new.  In the 
preparation of  the  work  programme,  however,  use  must  be  made  of the 
experience acquired in the  Member  States,  the  United States and 
the  USSR. 
The  work  programme  should  be  drawn  up  by  a  coordination 
gr9up  consisting of  responsible  persons in the  national meteoro• 
logical  depar~ments. This  group  should also  contain experts  on  the 
working-out  of projects and  have  the  assistance of a  very-high-level 
Scientific Committee.  Responsibility  for  supervising the  management 
and  the  research activities would also devolve  upon  this group, 
assisted by  its Scientific Council. 
3.  ~rforma~?2_ 
The  project embraces: 
(a)  the setting-up of the Centre  (acquisition or  construction of 
the  building,  acquisition of the necessary plant - particularly 
the  computer- and recruitment  of the staff). Responsibility 
for  these  tasks  could be  assigned  to  an Executive  Committee, 
which  would  be  formed  to operate  for  the  duration of the 
work; 
(b)  the services and research performed  by  the  Centre,  Operation of 
the Centre  should be  assigned to a  single responsible Director 
and  the staff seconded by  the  mQIDber  countries. 
4e  !'2·nancin.Ji 
This project,  which has  been  classed in costs category III, 
demands  joint financing. ' 
PROJECT_1g,:  DEVELOPMENT  AND  STl1.NDARDIZl1.TION  OF  METZOROLOGICl:~.L E -~·UIFNENT  -- ----~~-------
~E£_,sed Procedure 
1.  Nature  and  objectives of £!Oject 
Joint  stand~rdization and  development  of meteorological  equipment; 
purchase  of standardized devices.  The  project is mainly  one  of general 
interest,  but,  to the  extent  th&t  it will enable  Community-produced  items 
to be  substituted  fqr  imports,  it will also serve  the  interests of European 
industry.  There  ~re to all intents and  purposes  no  outlets  on  the  general 
market.  There  may,  however,  be  export  openi~gs. 
2.  Programming  8-!!d  su;pcrvision  of  proj_ec~ 
Not  all types  of meteorological  equipment  have  attained the  same  level 
of development.  The  .special  cases  contemplated range  from  11conventional" 
(but not  standardized)  devices of routine  use  in all meteorological  depart-
ments  and  devices  produced  at the  industrial level  (balloons,  radio-sondes) 
to  experimental  models  of new  instruments existing in  one  country or  another 
(a  dnse  in point  being radiometric  methods  for  determining radiation 
balance  and  for  measuring temperature  at  a  distance).  Generally speaking, 
however,_ the  situation is that in several ·countries devfce's ·are  available 
(:if  only in  p~ototype form)  which  as regards  efficiency are 'still not 
entirely  satisf~ctory~ 
The  project.oan ?e  subdivided  into several phases,  namely: 
., 
-adoption of  joint  decisions· concerning. the.  measur~n~ ~rogr~mme, precision 
stande.rds  and  coordinated utilization of data);  .  :_ 
•  comparison  of existing  devic~s  (~xperimental models,  prototypes,  devices 
manufactured  at  the  industrial level)  with  the  standards adopted; A -28 
- if possible,  ~ldoption of  Qn  already existing sulution;  otherwise 
(something  f0r  -~hich a  case  c2n  be  made  out)  develo~ment of the 
appropriat2  prototype~  Purchase  of standardized  equipmentc 
The  drawing-up  of the  work  programme  may  be  assigned  to a 
coordination  group  consisting  of representatives in responsible  positions 
from  the  various  countries'  meteorological  departments.  This  group  would 
also  have  the  task  of  ensuring that  the  work  was  duly  carried  out  and that 
the  optimum  solutions  were  adopted. 
binding on  the  nationQl authorities. 
The  group's  decisions  must  be 
The  experimental models  of the  required  devices  may  be  constructed 
either in  the  workshops  of  the  meteorological  departments  or  by  industryQ 
However,  an  invitation to tender  for  more  experimental  models  would 
hardly appear  to  hold  out  any  interest  for  manufacturers;  on  the  other 
hand,  the  simultaneous  award  of a  prototype  contract is indefensible, 
for this would  be  to  skip an  important  phase  - that  of  comparison  of the 
various  models  and  adoption  of the  best  solution.  It will therefore  be 
preferable  to  have  the  experimental  models  constructed,  in  accordance 
with  current practice,  in the  meteorological  departments'  workshops. 
The  prototype  will  then  be  constructed gy industry.  The  contract 
will  be  awarded,  as  far  as  possible,  on  the basis  of tenders.  Generall~r 
speaking,  the  various  devices  are  not  sufficiently complicated  for  their 
construction to require,  on  technical  grcunds,  cooper~tion between 
several  firms. 
Responsibility for this phase  will  devolve  upon  industryG 
, ' 
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4.  ~ustrial utilization of results 
The  devices  when  developed  are  intended  for  use  in  public service 
instullqtions.  Having  rega~d to the  fact  that  in the  medium  term  there is 
only likely to  be  a  relatively small  market,  it would  appear  preferable  to 
concentrate  government  orders with  one  or  perhaps  two  manufacturers  for 
each  type  of  device. 
Each  of the  participating countries  could  then  purchase  the  number  of 
devices it requires.directly from  the  manufacturer  jointly agreed upon. 
It must,  however,  be  considered  whether  the  concerted  awarding of 
contracts  (multiannual plans)  might  not  enable  more  favourable  purchasing 
conditions to  be  obtained. 
5.,  Financin,g 
The  proposed project's purpose is to  coordinate  the  measures  and plans 
currently being carried  out  in  the  various  participating countries,  with 
the  long-term aim  of obtaining the  most  favourable  buying prices. 
Since  in  the  short  term  the  supplementary expenses  are likely to be 
relatively modest,  the project  has  been  classified in Category  I  (minimum 
of 1,ooo,ooo-2.ooo,ooo u.a.). 
The  following  possible  methods  of  financing the  prototypes  may  be 
considered: 
(a)  Source  of appropriations: 
- joint or  Community  financing  (after reaching agreement  on  the  type 
of equipment  to  be  adopted).  As  this  method  would  not  appear  to 
be  absolutely necessary,  consideration could  also  be  given  to: 
- financing  on  a  national basis. A  - 30 
The  manuf·J.cturers  could  be  required  to  .repay the  ft'.nds  used  for 
construction of the  prot0ty~c  from  the  rroceeds  which  they derive  from 
subsequent  contracts,  more  ra~ticularly in tho  export  field. 
(b)  Procedure  governing appropriations: 
Prototype  construction financed  by  rer~yable  lo~ns or  subsidies in 
the  event  of  a  contract  being awarded. 
The  possibility of  11financing  by  industry provided  a  m"lrket  is 
guaranteed"  is not  entirely ruled  out.  In this  cas•;;,  however,  the 
principals  must  be  particularly carJful to  guar1 against  the risk of 
inadequate  efficiency in  the  prototype.  It is also to be  asked  whether, 
in the  final analysis,  this  method  would really prove  less expensive. ' 
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A combined project lies between  mere  coordination of R & D 
programmes  at internq.tional level in order to avoiLd  .the .most 
irksome  types  of  duplication of effort,  and integration of 
national research policiese It represents voluntar!  ~~erational 
coordination of R & D projects  which  can  be  developed alongside 
national projects in the  aame  fields  which are  tied in with  tehm. 
A distinction must  be  made  between  two  main  classes. of 
combined projects to  which different methods  of operation. will 
apply: 
1. Projects with a  scientific or industrial.aim which make  it 
O.esirable  or  necessary  to  h,ave  prior.  agre.em~nt~. Qonoluded 
between  the  enterprises  concerned  on.th~ .util~zation of the 
research  res~~  ts and  the  marke.:ti.ng  of the  resultant products. 
2.  Projects aimed at improving public services  which  are· more  the 
responsipility·of governments  and  which  do  not  call for  the 
conclusion of  ~uc~-~ndustrial agree~ents at the outset. 
As  combined projects. have  first of all been  envisaged· for 
the  field of metallurgy,  the  problems  have ·been  studied mainly 
in the  context  of the  first,  industrial aim,  category  •. 
With  regard  to.  R  &  D project~ in the  steel_ s.ector,  Article 
55  of  the Paris Treaty has  pres~ribed powers  on .the basis ·of  which 
procedures  have  b~en developed  and  considerable  e?'per~ence;  .:acquired. 
··rn  order not  to  C[)Verla;p  the prqjects bein6 or  sched:~led_..to. be  con-
ducted  within this framework,  the  authorities  re&pops~ble.for 
such  combined action should not  embark upon  exa·mina.tio.n  of pro-
jects. in the  steel sector util they have  satisfied themselves 
that projects relating to  the  same  Sl:lbjeots  have  not  .. a:;l+eady 
been submitted to  the  Commission. A  - 32 
The  main  l~neG of pro¢edur0  in a  combined project of this 
type  are  examined  below: 
The  participants in a  combined project  may  be  governments  or 
international bodies possessing either appropriations  for  R & D 
programmes  or research  centresq 
Participation in a  combined project is on  a  voluntary basis. 
Non-participation or withdrawal  by  any  country,  hov~7er regrettable, 
should not  prevent  the  other partieipants  from  going ahead  with 
the project. 
At  the  same  time,  the  Working  Party draws  attention to  the 
practical importance  which it attaches  to  the  concept  that all 
governments  who  have  devoted appropriations  from  public  funds  to 
fields  covered by  a  combined projeot should actually take  part in 
it. Otherwise  there  would  be  a  danger  that only research of marginal 
interest would  be  oar~ied out  under  the projeet. 
Participation by  a  country implies that  funds  from  national 
sources appropriated  for  any part-project should  re~resent a 
reasonable proportion of the  total amount  devoted  to it. 
As  regards  financing,  a  combined project is based on  the 
allocation by  each  country's authorities  of government  funds  to 
the  country•s laboratories 6r  firms  concerned,  on  the  recom-
mendation  of a  committee  consisting of representatives of the 
participants.  Where  the usefulness of the  research warrants, 
such  a  consideration must  be  given to allowing appropriations 
from  a  country's  funds  to be  spent in other countries or made 
available  to  joint centres.  , A  - 33 
In view  of the industrial nature  of the  proposed  projects,  the 
shared-expenses  contract principle has  been  adopted.  In order to 
attract the  most  worthwhile  R & D programmes  into the  sphere  of 
combined  projects,  it is suGgested  that  as  far as  possible  the 
proportion  of international  combined  projects which is finances  from 
public  fu.nds  should  be  higher  than  in similar projects carried  out  in 
the  purely national  centres.  In  the  case  of contracts awarded  to 
research institutes and  universities,  where  the  absolute  amounts 
involved are  r-elatively small,  the  proportion  of  public ·:runds  may 
be  higher  than  that  envisaged  for  contracts with  industrial firms. 
This  procedure,  i.e~, allocating  government  funds  to national 
laboratories  or  domestic  firms  working  jointly with others at inter-
n~tional level,  serves to maintain  operating efficiency,  provided the 
initiative in the  matter  of programmes  is retained  by  the  European 
Committee,  which has  a  comprehensive  view  over  the  research  programmes. 
It nevertheless  means  that recommendations  made  by this Committee  to 
the national authorities must  be  acted  upon  in practice by the latter. 
III.  Frogramming  and  ~~cision-makin~ 
1.  The  Ministerial Conference  which  takes  the  decision to initiate 
combined  projects in the  var~ous fields will at  the  same  time  lay 
down  in each  case  the  objectives,  the  general  programmes,  the 
duration.and the  total amount  of exP,endi.ture.  The  groundwork  for 
theseMdecisions will  have  been  prepared  by experts  from all 
countries likely to participate  in these  projects,. with  the  aid 
of  the  Commission.  Each  country participating i.n  all or  any 
part  of these  projects will  fix  the  amount  which it intends to 
contribute  to it. A- 34-
2.  Im~lemGnt2tion of the Ministerial Conference's  decisions is the 
taak of  the- sin;::;la  Coordination  Committee  and  of the Scientific 
Comrilittee  for  each  of the  combined  projects"  The  cor.1position  of 
these  two  Committees  and  the  apportionment  of powers  and  responsib-
ilities between  them  are  specified below,  for  the  "running-in" 
per~od at all events.  The  Working  Party is &live  to the possibility 
that  amendments  may  be  made  to this schema  in the  light  of experience. 
2~1  Coordinatjon  Committee 
~  .......... ·~~  ....  - ............  -......-~"\-nril 
This  Committee,  which  covers  the  entire range  of  combined 
projects,  is made  up  of representatives  of all the  participants 
in these  projects - governments,  Commission,  international bodies. 
These  high-ranking officials have  general  powers  in  the  field  of 
research policy,  as regards  both financing  and  programmes. 
Pursuant  to  the  decisions  taken  by the  Ministerial  Conference 
on  programmes,  the  Committee  obtains the  technical  opinion  of 
the  Scientific Committee  concerned  on  the  proposals received, 
decided  which  projects are to  form  the  subject  of contracts ani 
makes  recommendations  to  the  national  authorities to award  the 
relevant  contracts,  over  which  the latter exercise  financial 
and  administrative  supervision. 
The  decisions  of the  Coordination  Committee  are  taken  by  means 
of  a  simple  majority of the participants in  the  combined  project 
concerned,  any minority viewpoints  being stated.  Its 
recommendations  may  be  vetoed  by  the representative  of the 
country in which  the  project  should  be  carried  out,  so  as  to 
avoid  compelling any  country  which  does not  wish  to  do  so to 
enter into a  project  approved  by  an  international committee. 
, .. 
1 
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The  ~orking Party nevertheless realizes that,  while this legal 
reservation is p0rmissible,  the. smooth  operation of a  combined 
project requires that  in practice  the  recommendations  issued 
by  the  Committee  are  complied  with  in virtually every case. 
This is all the  more  warranted  as the  projects are  submitted 
and  performed  by  a  multinat~onal association  of industrial 
firms. 
While  the  activities under  the  concerted project  are  being 
carried out  jointly,  the  Coordination  Committee,  having 
acquainted itself with the  broad lines  of the various national 
research programmes,  endeavours to coordinate  them  in  order to 
reduce  or eliminate duplication  of  effort~ 
2.2  §cientific Com~e  for  Joi!]:j;  Proje£~ 
This  Committee  consists of outstanding experts in the  field 
concerned  from  the  worlds  of  industry and  science·,  each  of the 
participants appointing two  members. 
Under  the  instructions given  by  the  Coordination Committee• it 
analyses  the resecrch proposals  submitted to it by the  industrial 
firms  or  national centres  concerned.  It issues  a  reasoned 
opinion  on  their value  and  recommends  the  most  desirable and 
profitable  groupings,  whicp it endeavours  to  promote  in  such 
a  way  as  to  s&t  the  projec~s on  a  multinational. basis~. with 
the  agreement  of  the parties  concerned.  For  these  purposes,  it 
enters into all such  contacts  as it may  deem  recessary with 
industrial  and  scientific quarters.  It submits its  tech~ical 
opinion  on  the  proposals to the  Coordination  Committee,  this 
opinion reflecting all the  various  vi~wpoints and  showing  the 
grounds  for  them  in  ench  case.  For  obvious  reasons  connected 
with the  protection of  information,  only the  representatives  of 
the  countries participating in  the  sector concerned under  the 
project will take  part  in  the  analysis  of  the  proposals  and 
the  drawing-up  of the  opinion.  The  same  representatives will 
be  responsible  for  the  technical supervision of the  research 
after the  contracts have  been  awarded. 
The  Secretariat of these  two  Committees  shall be  stnffed by  members 
of the  Commission's departments. A - 36 
IV.  tiih.s>.<l..£!....££€1~  t i 2£ 
In  the  case  of  n  combined  project  with  ~n industrial aim,  e.g., 
in  the  fi&ld  of Metallurgy,  the  most  ap}rorriate  met~od of operation 
is still the  shar8d-expenses  research  contracto 
In  order  to  further  coorclinatiun  and  integration  of the  reseElrch 
at European  level,  everything will  be  done  to  ensure  that  the  rrojects 
concerned  are  carried  out  on  the  wi~est posoible  multinfltional basis, 
with  the  agreement  of  the  rarties  concerned.  The  programmes  will 
thus  be  submitted  and  performed  jolntly by  ad  hoc  associations  of 
industrial firms  and  institutes~  The  day~to,nday sLimulntion of the 
research  is the  task  of the  ~roject heads  in each  of these  associations, 
who  will  be  accountnble  for  mn~~gement to  the Scientific  Com~ittee, the 
responsibility devolving  u~on one  of  them. 
Proposnls  from  a  single  enterprise  which  could not  be  grQuped  with 
those  from  other  firms  of other nationalities would  in  the  normal 
course  be  left for  possible  inclusion  in the  national  progr2mrnes. 
The  assignment  of  the  reseRrch  to  incustrial  firms  operating 
for  tl1e:.r  O\'Jn  account  in  co::.peration  with  ir...sti tutes is calculated 
to assist as  much  as  ~ossible the  tranGfar  of  the  reGultant  inforrration 
to  potential  users~ 
V.  Dj_sserin~tio~  of  inform~tion 
----·/-'~~-----..  ~  .. o&'::.,  ~ ~~<JL:C ...  ,  ~<"-~J"''."...::'••-' .o..L.ot.-=o-,r. 0  ...... ~ 
The  jo::i.::J.t  imrlementnt:::.on  of research projects ,on  a  m".lltinational 
basis  provides  a  solution to the  problem  inherent  in  the  dissemination 
of  in  forL.iation  and  in  ind1~stri  al property. 
considered  for  the  disse~inatlon of  r~s~lts: 
Two  levels  may  be 
- the  first,  as  between  participRnts groured together,  would  make 
for  a  ra:J4.d  and  comprehe~-:.:'>i'le  ex~ha;1ge,  wbid1  co12ld  e:·:::tz.:""'nd  to  the 
exchance  between tte  ~art~ers or  licences  on  the  patents resulting 
frcm  the  research.  Thls  would  sive  ma~uf~ctu~ers an  i~c~~tivo 
' ' 
' 
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to work  together  and  to  engage  in research with others,  having 
the  prospect  of adiing to the results of their  own  work  those 
acquired by other  manufacturers  with whom  they have  agreed to 
cooperate  of their own  free  will.  The  project  heads  working 
together  will  between  them  be  responsible  for  this ,rivileged 
pooling of results; 
- the  second,  between  competitive  or  complementary  groupings,  would 
mean  partial nnd/or  delayed  dissemination,  by  means  of reports 
and  meetings.  In this case,  patents would  be  exchanged  on  normal 
commercial  terms. 
In every case,  the  participants in  a  concerted  project  obtain 
information at this second level  and  receive  an  irrevocable, 
royalty-free licence  for their  own  use. 
Needless  to say,  neither detailed results nor  royalty-free 
licences  on  patents are  made  available to non-participating 
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